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Our main activities of the 1975-1976 austral summer were the exchange of winterover personnel
(Robert Jackson and Bruce Jackson replacing
Bruce Fitch and Robert Hamilton), maintenance,
calibration, and minor modification of energybalance instruments, revision of computer programs controlling the data acquisition functions,
and operation and subsequent return shipment of
the skylight polarimeter.
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Since 1972 the University of Wyoming's atmospheric physics group has been conducting stratospheric balloon soundings of ozone and aerosol
particles in the r >0.15-micrometer size range at
McMurdo Station and Amundsen-Scott South Pole
Station (Hofmann et al., 1972, 1973, 1975; Rosen
et al., 1974). For the 1975-1976 austral summer,
we proposed to add measurements of condensation
nuclei (cN) and to collect stratospheric gas samples
and return them to the United States for analysis
of chlorofluorocarbons and nitrous oxide (i.e., inert
gases that are important in the unnatural and
natural stratospheric ozone balance).
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Severe constraints on air transport in Antarctica
this past season forced us to abort our planned investigation of spectral variations in the intensity
and polarization of solar radiation reflected by
snow.
As managers of the computer facility at Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station, additional programs
were developed for the National Weather Service
to process raw Rawinsonde data. This capability
enables all of their data analysis, cataloging, and
copying to be done with the station computers. This
brings the number of regular computer user
groups to five (National Weather Service, University of California, Davis, University of California, Los Angeles, University of Nevada, and
station operation for inventory control).
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Due to funding and logistics problems, the program was limited to four soundings at McMurdo
by two people aided by U.S. Navy personnel in
radio tracking and helicopter recovery of the balloon payloads.
The four payloads consisted of one aerosol detector, one CN detector, and two gas samplers. The
aerosol detector was the standard Wyoming dustsonde, employed previously in the program, which
measures the vertical concentration profile of aerosol particles having r >0.15 micrometer from the
surface to about 27 kilometers. The CN detector
used the dustsonde as a particle detection device
but had a thermal gradient diffusion growth chamber attached to the inlet, thus lowering detectable
size range to r 0.0 1 micrometer. The gas samplers
were constructed by the stratospheric sampling
group of the Aeronomy Laboratory, National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (N0AA).
Each sampler was capable of obtaining five air
samples at different altitudes during parachute
descent from about 26 kilometers. Data was telemetered back to McMurdo for the aerosol and CN
flights, while the recovered air samplers were returned to NOAA for gas chromatograph analysis.
Test flights of single samplers at Laramie, Wyoming, during the northern summer of 1975 indicated that the collection and analysis scheme was
producing reasonable results (Schmeltekopf et al.,
1975).
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